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ABSTRACT

Charlotte Brontë’s *Jane Eyre* (1847) contains a rather uncommon phrase: ‘to unlove,’ meaning ceasing to love. Getting back one’s heart played a crucial, but often overlooked role in representations and negotiations of love. This article considers literary descriptions and meanings of falling out of love. To unlove reflected social conventions (e.g., ceasing to love the ‘wrong person’) and characterisations of a person (to unlove as a sign of fickleness). However, from a linguistic viewpoint, the term ‘to unlove’ also holds epistemological potential: the prefix ‘un-’ indicates the reversal of an event, implying that the word itself denotes progress and development.
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Introduction

At Thornfield Hall, Jane Eyre is miserable. Convinced that her employer Mr Rochester will marry the beautiful, but haughty and unkind Blanche Ingram, Jane Eyre muses on the futility of both her love and her attempts to get rid of it:

I have told you, reader that I had learnt to love Mr Rochester: I could not unlove him now, merely because I found that he had ceased to notice me – because I might pass hours in his presence, and he would never once turn his eyes in my direction; […] I could not unlove him, because I felt sure he would soon marry this very lady […] There was nothing to cool or banish love in these circumstances; though much to create despair.¹

Jane despairs because she believes that Rochester will marry Blanche even though he is not oblivious to her vanity and cruelty. The turn of phrase Jane uses to express her futile attempts to get Rochester out of her head, ‘to unlove,’ was and remains rather uncommon, but the phenomenon is not. Getting back one’s heart played a crucial, but often overlooked role in representations and negotiations of love, and one could read most eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English novels from this reverse perspective. While discussions on love are typically about falling in love or being in love, the attempts to cease loving somebody – varying in their degree of success – are equally important to fictional plots. To name but a few: Marianne Dashwood of Jane Austen’s *Sense and Sensibility* (1811) nearly dies while getting rid of her love for the scoundrel John Willoughby; in Emily Brontë’s *Wuthering Heights* (1847), the failure of Heathcliff and
Catherine to stop loving each other is as catastrophic as it is legendary. And Jane Austen’s *Persuasion* (1818) begins after the process of unloving had been completed: Anne Elliott meets Frederick Wentworth again, once considered to be far beneath her by her class-conscious family. Unloving was also dealt with in contemporary conduct books. In Eliza Ware Farrar’s *The Young Lady’s Friend* of 1836, for instance, ‘disappointment in love’ is referred to as ‘that greatest of trials to a woman,’ manageable by education and rules for unloving.²

Unloving can mean regaining one’s freedom and maturing, but it can also imply submitting to prevailing, potentially damaging ideologies. It is, however, constitutive to the culture of love because it provides the negative that makes the positive clearer and more defined. As Harriet Beecher Stowe would write in 1859: ‘We never know how to love till we try to unlove.’³

While not as popular as falling in love, the end of love has received scholarly attention. Famous studies are Lawrence Stone’s *Road to Divorce* (1990) and *Broken Lives: Separation and Divorce in England, 1660–1857* (1993),⁴ although they are mainly concerned with the legal and social practices of couples’ separation rather than with emotional alienation. The last few years have seen an emerging interest in the end of love. Sally Holloway’s *The Game of Love* (2019) includes a chapter on ‘Romantic Suffering,’ in which she argues that the attention paid to failings at love and marriage connected to adultery, cruelty or desertion has obscured the fact that relationships often ‘fell apart as men and women simply changed their minds, fell out of love.’⁵ Most recently, sociologist Eva Illouz’s study *Unloving: A Sociology of Negative Relations* explores ‘the end of love,’ a concept that draws on nineteenth-century sociologist Émile Durkheim. While her focus is on twentieth- and twenty-first-century capitalist societies, she follows a long tradition in arguing that the mid-nineteenth-century was a pivotal point in the history of unloving: concurrent with and arising from the full development of liberalism, capitalism, and industrialism, she identifies the birth of something called ‘emotional modernity,’ meaning the individual’s right to have their body and their emotions at their own disposal, which includes the freedom to unlove somebody.⁶ Most importantly, in his study on *Love as Passion: The Codification of Intimacy* (1982), Niklas Luhmann identified a shift in the semantics of love around 1800, when love became self-referential and self-legitimising: the fact that one is in love suffices as justification for love’s existence, so that the beloved no longer needs special characteristics, such as beauty, goodness, or social standing.⁷

There is indeed much to suggest that a sudden interest in falling out of love in post-revolutionary England was not coincidental, but arose from the tension between the emergence of industrial modernity with its new working conditions and new ethics, which favoured subjectivity, and the slowly adjusting social order, which, while enabling social mobility and middle-class ascent, was still informed by older, more nuclear notions of communities and their affective bonds.⁸ The intersection of interest in love and unlove by literary scholars and sociologists is not coincidental: novels chart and prescribe feelings, ethics, and moral codes; they highlight the role that language and discourse play in the conceptualisation, processing, and negotiation of emotions.⁹ To explore the language of unlove, this article will therefore analyse its depiction in English literature from the second quarter of the nineteenth century, that is, from the time when love’s lessening began to play a pivotal role in social formation.
Language and literature are one of the various social practices that help shape, convey, and generate both emotions and what Peter and Carol Stearns have called ‘emotionology’: ‘the collective emotional standards of a society’. As anthropologist Monique Scheer and historian William Reddy have argued, the naming and communication of feelings are part of everyday practice. Most visible in media production and consumption, these emotional practices aid people in navigating feelings. Historian Ute Frevert describes literature (as well as the visual arts) as ‘emotional scripts’ and ‘moral templates’ for emotions: they serve as models for learning how to embody and perform emotions, for imitation and emulation. Drawing on conceptual and intellectual history and arguing for the special importance of lexica and encyclopaedias as popular genres addressing a wider audience, Frevert has repeatedly drawn attention to the importance of the semantics of emotions, their verbal framing and codifications, and the standardising function of language in understanding social development. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novels are prototypes of ‘moral templates’, providing readers with narratives of socially embedded characters whose actions and mindsets are presented as facilitating or hindering their success. In novels such as Northanger Abbey, Jane Austen, in the tradition of Don Quixote, used the literary form to reflect on the impact of modelling one’s life (too much) on fictional templates. Part of a four-volume set published in 1818 that included Persuasion, the novel features a heroine who believes herself – problematically – to be part of a novel-like plot.

Literary representations and artistic renderings of emotions neither entertain unmediated relationships to social practices and historic events nor do they comprehensively chart the various expressions and manifestations of emotions. But as social practices are bound to specific times, the popular discourse on how to unlove, its cultural framing, and the literary tropes, motifs, and registers it employed shed light on and complement historical conceptions of love. Accounts of love’s lessening depicted the nuances of love’s constitution without conflating not-love with its opposites, such as hate or contempt. Ultimately, this enabled them to project a more comprehensive notion of love and thereby contributed to both emotional knowledge and love’s narratability. In short, what was known about love and what about love was important enough to be told and how was it told?

In a wider context, concerns with unlove reveal that forms of non-attachment and non-sociability are not adequately grasped by more common binary conceptions of emotions, such as love and hate or bliss and heartbreak. In addition, emotional reversals or opposites, such as un-love, un-feeling, or in-sensible, can transcend and complement the dualism between emotionality and rationality because they do not fall neatly into the categories of either. They can help to explore forms of social interaction concerned with denials and negations, but also, as will become clear in this article, with development and change.

**Reversal in a word: on unlove’s etymology**

While the verb ‘to unlove’ can be traced back to the late fourteenth century, it remains a rather unusual term in the wider semantic field of words about failures to love or excite love, such as ‘unlovable,’ ‘unlovely,’ ‘unloving,’ or ‘unlove’ understood as ‘Lack of love; (more strongly) hatred, dislike.’ A so-called reversative, the word ‘marks the reversal of
verbal action (undo), and [...] removal of something denoted by the base; it is a rewinding of an event and a phenomenon – something that also holds true for ‘falling out of love,’ which first appeared towards the end of the sixteenth century.

According to the *Oxford English Dictionary*, the English term ‘unlove’ was first used in Geoffrey Chaucer’s *Troilus and Criseyde* of 1385. It appears towards the end of the poem in the Trojan Troilus’ monologue about the pain his fellow Trojan Criseyde causes him, who has transferred her affection from Troilus to the Greek Diomede. While Criseyde has indeed unloved Troilus, Troilus cannot do the same: ‘[...] I see that clean out of your minde | Ye han me cast, and I ne can nor may, | For al this world, with-in myn herte finde | T’unloven yow a quarter of a day!’ (‘I see that clean out of your mind | You have cast me, and I neither can nor may, | For all this world, within my heart find | To unlove you a quarter of a day!’). The connection between unlove and a period of time (‘a quarter of a day’) that Chaucer draws here is underlined by their combination in a single line of the poem. Unlove has a temporal dimension that is contained in its linguistic configuration: to unlove denotes a process and a development, but because it implies a reversal of things past, it also points simultaneously towards an origin and an end.

In an article on ‘Derived Words in Chaucer’s Language’ from 1978, literary theorist Morton Donner analysed Chaucer’s use of the prefix ‘un-’ and the suffix ‘-less,’ arguing that Chaucer’s choice of words betrays an interest in negation and absence that he applied to better define the positive opposite. Gracelessness, for instance, gives an idea of grace by having one experience its lack. In the case of ‘un-,’ Donner argues that Chaucer works with this prefix to reflect development and simultaneous viewpoints within a narrative of linear progress: things undone are things that are not yet done and not thought of, but that, as an omniscient narrator knows, will be done later: ‘By selecting this construction [...] Chaucer emphasizes [...] that such activities were not merely unperformed but were as yet unconceived.’ Following his discussion of ‘un-’ as an indicator of ‘not yet,’ Donner then goes on to describe how reversatives such as ‘unlove’ ‘substitute [...] for a variety of circumlocutions.’ They are, as Donner calls it, a ‘compacting force,’ collapsing and condensing a lengthy storyline or development into one tight and succinct term:

In this sense too, Chaucer can turn it toward imaginative force of expression, as exemplified again in *Troilus*, where the lovers’ hearts will “unswell” (IV, 1146) as they accept the fact of separation, where death will “unbody” (V, 1550) Hector’s soul and “unsheathe” (IV, 776) Criseye’s from her breast, and where, at the end of the story, the inevitability of the tragedy is summed up by Troilus’ lamenting that he cannot “unlove” (V, 1693) Criseyde.

Donner’s lucid analysis underscores that the first appearance of the term unlove was already tied to ideas and concepts of time and development, with one word contracting the complexities and temporal dimensions of love and its end and containing a narrative in a nutshell.

A similar point on unlove as a form of contracting narrative development was made by the literary critic Eric P. Levy in an article on ‘The Psychology of Loneliness in “Wuthering Heights.”’ Distinguishing between ‘Unlove’ and ‘Overlove’ in order to understand what he calls the ‘defective love’ displayed in the novel, Levy defines ‘Unlove’ as ‘neglect, abuse, rejection’ and ‘Overlove’ as a ‘tendency to overprotect and coddle children, treating them as “petted things.”’ Like Donner, Levy draws attention to
the fact that such derived forms are chosen when causation needs to be implied, writing that ‘The distrust of the Unloved results from the expectation of rejection.’

Unloving is not only about a lack of love, but also about the preceding actions that caused it as well as about the consequences it entails.24

**Lengthy longings: Jane Austen’s*Sense and Sensibility* (1811) and William Hazlitt’s* Liber Amoris* (1823)**

Unloving’s temporal dimension has moral implications because quickly transferring one’s inclinations to another person would be a sign of fickle feelings and inconstant character. The long duration of the process of getting rid of love therefore vouches for a character’s emotional veracity and reliability.

In Austen’s *Sense and Sensibility* (1811), different and very individual styles of unloving are presented. Fickleness is pitted against constancy and feeling against scheming. Most prominently, Marianne Dashwood almost succumbs to illness, which both proves her sincerity and reaffirms that her love for John Willoughby, a charming but spoilt and vain seducer, was a wrong course of life that needed to be reversed. After she has recovered, reflected on her behaviour, and heard his side of the story – namely that he really loved her despite himself, but married another woman for money and is now miserable – she states: ‘It is a great relief to me […] – I have now heard exactly what I wished to hear. […] I am now perfectly satisfied. I wish for no change.’25

In the novel, unloving produces a situation in which any wish for systemic change is eclipsed. While this makes way for the narrative to develop, refine, and elaborate on the present state, it also allows for happiness and the denouement of conflict because it frees Marianne from the spell of Willoughby.

Unloving also makes Edward Ferrars free to marry Elinor Dashwood. When Lucy Steele learns that her fiancé Edward has been disinheritated, she quickly transfers her preference to his brother, now heir-in-waiting, writing: ‘Being very sure I have long lost your affections, I have thought myself at liberty to bestow my own on another.’26 Lucy is considered a scheming fortune seeker, even derided by Edward as a coarse person with an embarrassing writing style after their split,27 but she deduces quite correctly that Edward unloved her first, which gave her permission to do the same. Notably, Edward’s process of unloving Lucy is actually as quick as hers because, as he writes, the moment he was otherwise engaged, at university and during social interactions, he soon grew tired of her. What makes Edward noble, however, is that he honoured the engagement, meaning he – unlike Lucy – did not let the unloving process dictate his social behaviour. Edward and Marianne prove their veracity through time (long engagement) and depth (grave illness), respectively, while Lucy’s quickness in unloving is cast as morally questionable. However, although different in terms of nuances and character development, Marianne, Edward, and Lucy nevertheless share a common experience: the manifestation of their unloving restores their agency and grants them free choice.

As with women, men who fell out of love had to navigate their way through the thicket, casting off an undesired desire on the one hand without falling into the trap of being perceived as unreliable and volatile on the other. A particularly striking and highly controversial case was William Hazlitt’s semi-autobiographical novel *Liber Amoris* of 1823, the ‘book of love’ being an ironic title given that the book recounts the narrator’s
attempt at unloving. Detailing his disastrous extra-marital relationship with his landlord’s daughter S. (Sarah Walker), the narrator gushes about his obsession, tells of the impossibility of forgetting his beloved despite her ill-treatment of him, and, quoting Shakespeare’s sonnet 116, asserts that ‘Love is not love that alters when it alteration finds.’ However, over the course of the consciously self-exposing narrative, which includes fictional dialogues, meditations, and reworked letters sent to Hazlitt, he slowly comes to love S. less. One letter from his friend G. P. (Hazlitt’s friend George Patmore) advises the narrator that ‘if you could make up your mind to break off the acquaintance altogether, it would be the best plan of all.’ Although it is rough going, the narrator slowly progresses towards the end of his love. After the relationship ended, he ‘felt almost as sailors must do after a violent storm over-night, that has subsided towards day-break. The morning was a dull and stupid calm […]’ Realising that ‘the creature on whom I had thrown away my heart and soul […] was incapable of feeling the commonest emotions of human nature,’ he slowly calms down, concluding: ‘I am afraid she will soon grow common to my imagination, as well as worthless in herself. Her image seems fast “going into the wastes of time,” like a weed that the wave bears farther and farther from me.’ Hazlitt’s rendering pits unaltered love against the process of unloving by using time-bound words: ‘after,’ ‘overnight,’ ‘towards daybreak,’ ‘morning,’ ‘soon,’ ‘will grow,’ ‘fast,’ ‘going,’ ‘farther and farther.’ In his description of the final stage of unloving, morning, afternoon, night, and morning follow in quick succession, indicating that the passage of time is beneficial, if not essential for unloving.

Hazlitt’s novel connects unloving directly to different forms of temporality, contrasting suddenness and immediacy with duration and length of time or repetition. Because ‘to unlove’ is a process that needs time to unfold, its narrative form consists not of outward events, but of the emotional development and transformation of the characters.

Unlove to relove: Jane Austen’s Persuasion (1818)

Jane Austen’s Persuasion, published in 1818, is the quintessential novel about unloving, as its plot begins where others end: Anne Elliott had been forced to banish Captain Frederick Wentworth from her thoughts eight years ago because he was thought to not befit the rank of a baronet’s daughter. He now turns up again. Anne’s feelings, however, had only lain dormant: ‘How absurd to be resuming the agitation which such an interval had banished into distance and indistinctness!’ In Persuasion, where the need to unlove kicks off the love story – or rather, the re-love story –, Austen employs the temporality of narrative form to characterise the different types of love: the time involved in Anne’s process of unloving, meaning her dissolving the engagement, is compressed onto a single page, while falling in love again – the process of discovering that she is still in love and is still loved – is the extensive plot of the novel. Anne’s unlove, coupled with her ‘latent readiness to love,’ is the precondition for the story. Time makes a difference, not only in the narration but also in the assessment of love and unlove, as Anne has lived with feelings that ‘time had softened down much.’ Her willingness to forget is aided by the fact that her social circle promotes a mute narrative as well, exhibiting ‘perfect indifference and apparent unconsciousness’ and seeming ‘almost to deny any recollection of it.’ Frederick’s reappearance compels her to reconsider: ‘Alas! with all her reasonings, she found that to retentive feelings eight years may be little more than nothing.’ The author
reflects on the reversal of the classical plot: ‘She had been forced into prudence in her youth, she learned romance as she grew older – the natural sequel of an unnatural beginning.’

However, although the eight years seem to have flown by, her body and her looks keep track of her development, having become ‘faded and thin’ and suffering from ‘an early loss of bloom and spirits.’ Accordingly, after she meets the returned Frederick – again told in a contracted fashion as ‘it would soon be over. And it was soon over’ – she is left to know that ‘You were so altered he should not have known you again.’ The point that Anne’s looks are ‘altered’ is hammered home. The sentence is repeated and paraphrased on the following pages, where Anne tells herself that she was ‘Altered beyond his knowledge!’ and ‘He had thought her wretchedly altered,’ which is all the more mortifying as ‘he was not altered.’ At another point, she ‘felt that he was looking at herself – observing her altered features, perhaps, trying to trace in them the ruins of the face which had once charmed him.’ However, in contrast to the view her family, Frederick, and Anne herself have of her appearance, other people – men and women alike – consider her ‘very lovely’ and find that ‘there was no end of Miss Elliot’s charms.’ This contrast leaves open to interpretation whether the narrative’s insistence on her altered looks reflects her state of mind and the pressure to stifle her feelings rather than her actual exterior appearance.

Austen’s plots often employ various forms of insensibility, such as indifference, callousness, apathy, and unconsciousness, but *Persuasion* may arguably be the novel in which it is most forcefully and thoroughly evoked: almost everyone in the novel is indifferent to Anne’s plight, and even Anne tries continuously to ‘harden her nerves sufficiently.’

For Anne, unloving is supposed to re-establish her capacity to function in society and to reintegrate her into the family circle. Paradoxically, however, it also furthers her detachment from her family, because she refuses to love anyone else except Frederick. Her persistence ultimately brings her unlove full circle, allowing her finally to relinquish her social position in favour of the regained love.

**The dangers of unlove**

Unlove oscillates between granting freedom and fostering an unhealthy disconnection from society. In 2018, sociologist Eva Illouz published her study *Unloving*, offering the to-date only systematic analysis of the phenomenon of falling out of love on a larger social scale. While her book primarily focuses on current, twenty-first-century developments in social media and dating agencies, it includes a historical perspective. Drawing on sociologist Émile Durkheim, Illouz’s book sets out to prove that with the advancement of modernity and capitalism, ‘non-sociability’ became established. Illouz posits that unloving in mid-nineteenth-century Europe was the first sign of disintegrating social bonds and traditional networks of social relations in the period between the emergence and the completion of what she calls ‘emotional modernity.’ Emotional modernity describes the rise of individuals’ rights to have feelings and their duty to take responsibility for them, their right to control their own body and not be subjected to another person’s will, and the freedom – called ‘emotional freedom’ – to take their feelings as the primary, even sole basis for interactions and relations with another person. However,
Illouz writes that at the very moment it began to develop–the height of industrialisation–emotional freedom was complemented by the concurrently emerging political idea of liberalism. Liberalism’s aim was to grant maximum personal freedom to every individual, not only in what they want to do, but also in what they don’t want to do: in this case, no longer being in love. Illouz’s main assertion is that to unlove and to act accordingly can be both a development and an exaggerated and thus twisted form of personal freedom. To unlove once is fine; to unlove repeatedly indicates the inability to form any social relations.\textsuperscript{47} and can at some point itself become a template.

Illouz’s argument relies on Durkheim’s concept of anomie, which he developed in his work on the \textit{Division of Labour in Society} (1893) and \textit{Suicide} (1897), the latter of which used data from France from the mid-nineteenth century. Anomie denotes the disintegration of traditional moral frameworks and ethical norms, leading to uncertainty and social disorder.\textsuperscript{48} Durkheim understood human desire to be regulated by a form of implicit feeling for the appropriateness and limitations of one’s station and if one’s desire reached far beyond this station, it became ridiculous. But since capitalism stretches the boundaries of desire and implies that after one fulfilment, a better one is right around the corner, desire becomes limitless, producing frustration, insecurity, and lack of satisfaction – which in Durkheim’s theory can contribute to the decision to end one’s life. In this tradition, Illouz is concerned with the way that over-abundant, misdirected, and mutable emotions result in undisciplined, unprincipled, and limitless desire.

While Illouz provides a systematic approach to falling out of love and raises important issues, her historical survey oversimplifies the opposition between love and unlove because simply equating love with sociability and unlove with social isolation misses some of the complexities of emotions and emotion opposites. As the fictional literature analysed above shows, the heart’s (at least partial) recovery was necessary not only for the individual’s well-being but also for their place in society: unlove could re-establish social ties that had been lost by wrongful affections because, as conduct books were eager to affirm, affection had to be placed where appropriateness, suitability, and congeniality of minds permitted. Eliza Farrar’s \textit{Young Lady’s Friend} of 1836 considered unloving difficult, but very beneficial to society:

So very common is it for women to be disappointed in their first loves, that an English writer has said, she considered the loss and recovery of the heart, to be to the mind, what the whooping-cough, or measles, is to the body, a necessary disorder to be gone through, after which come maturity and health.\textsuperscript{49}

According to Farrar, it was of course best not to fall in love in the first place: ‘If one person is becoming uppermost in your thoughts […] it is time […] to deny yourself the dangerous pleasure of his company […] The beginning of a preference may be checked, it may be stifled to death; it is only by indulgence that it becomes unmanageable.’ However, if the undesirable has happened, responsibility must be assumed: ‘if you do make the mistake [i.e., of falling in love], take all the blame to yourself, and save your dignity by secrecy, if you cannot keep your heart from loving.’ While compassionate, Farrar recommended strict discipline: ‘Where the attachment has ever been reciprocal […] the struggle will of course be harder, and the suffering much greater. I know of no sufficient remedy for this, but vital piety.’ This will eventually lead to a disciplined and matured character, which will attract a more suitable partner, a ‘superior mind.’\textsuperscript{50} While
not the best course of action, unloving can be turned into an advantage by helping individuals renegotiate their place in society and advancing them to a more mature stage of life. It is a prerogative for becoming a valuable citizen, a development for the greater good.

In a similar line of argument, Mary Wollstonecraft considered romantic love a passion to be firmly controlled, if not eliminated, because of the difficulties that arise when ‘chance and sensation take place of choice and reason.’ Since people in general and women in particular should see themselves first and foremost as human beings, improvement should be about the development of ‘sublime emotions,’ about wisdom, goodness, civilisation, and virtue and not about the relationship between the sexes. Romantic love, as Wollstonecraft argued in *A Vindication of the Rights of Woman* (1792), intensified gender differences instead of establishing common ground between the partners in their human-ness. In order to restore people to reason, to make them useful and valuable members of society, love must be firmly controlled, especially within and by marriage, which allows ‘the fever of love to subside’:

[...], friendship or indifference inevitably succeeds love. – And this constitution seems perfectly to harmonize with the system of government which prevails in the moral world. Passions are spurs to action, and open the mind; but they sink into mere appetites [...] when the object is gained [...]. [...] to be able to pursue with vigour the various employments which form the moral character, a master and mistress of a family ought not to continue to love each other with passion. [...] they ought not to indulge those emotions which disturb the order of society, and engross the thoughts that should be otherwise employed.

In considering marriage a mirror of government on a micro-level, Wollstonecraft advised against relying on love as the connective force. It may be useful as an initial spark, but it is neither sustainable nor in accordance with reason; hence it is better that it subsides, even into indifference. To love helps to create relationships; to turn it into indifference means sustaining them as well as making them consistent and useful. While Wollstonecraft’s advocacy for the tempering of love implies that she subscribed to moderation, her unattainable ideal was to ‘reason love out of the world’:

To speak disrespectfully of love is [...] high treason against sentiment and fine feelings; but I wish [...] rather to address the head than the heart. To endeavour to reason love out of the world, would be to out Quixote Cervantes [...]; but an endeavour to restrain this tumultuous passion, and to prove that [...] to usurp the sceptre which the understanding should ever coolly wield, appears less wild.

Wollstonecraft advocated for controlling emotions. However, the potential downside was that they might be eliminated altogether, and anxieties about a surplus of non-emotions concerned the very fabric of society because emotions were the glue that held society together. As Enlightenment thinkers and writers such as Francis Hutcheson and Adam Smith purported, feelings forge connections because sympathy – the ‘fellow-feeling’ – aligns people with one another, allows them to imagine life in another’s shoes, and thereby fosters social interaction. A lack of feeling, in contrast, was viewed as socially isolating as well as infuriating because it showed a conscious or involuntary lack of impulses. In Smith’s *Theory of Moral Sentiments* (1759), lack of emotional involvement is a state of being that undermines social connections and makes a person highly dubious: ‘A person becomes contemptible who tamely sits still, and submits to insults, without
attempting either to repel or to revenge them. We cannot enter into his indifference and insensibility, [...] and are as really provoked by it, as by the insolence of his adversary.\footnote{54}

For Francis Hutcheson, insensibility showed 'plain Neglect of the Good of others.'\footnote{55} While mostly concerned with advocating a form of sensible sensibility, meaning a reasonable use of emotions, the risk of control turning into absence and the conquering of feelings turning into general indifference and emotional coldness was never far.

**Like marble: Jane Eyre’s St. John**

In *Jane Eyre*,\footnote{56} it is Jane’s pious, stern, and unassailable – and much less discussed\footnote{57} – cousin St. John Rivers who personifies this to the extreme. On various occasions he tells Jane that he is ‘a cold, hard, ambitious man’ and ‘I am cold: no fervour infects me.’ Jane herself describes him as ‘good and great, but severe; and, for me, as cold as an iceberg.’\footnote{58} However, St. John must likewise unlove someone, namely the beautiful Rosamond Oliver, and she him. While he freely admits to his passion for Rosamond, he answers it by intensifying his inner freezing:

> When I colour, and when I shake before Miss Oliver, I do not pity myself. I scorn the weakness. I know it is ignoble; a mere fever of the flesh: not, I declare, a convulsion of the soul. That is just as fixed as a rock, firm set in the depths of a restless sea. Know me to be what I am – a cold, hard man.

For St. John Rivers, ‘Reason, and not Feeling is my guide,’\footnote{59} but because he understands reason as the elimination of emotions and because he does not meaningfully redirect his love – his love for God is characterised as ambition rather than devotion – it becomes impossible for others to relate to him.\footnote{60} The narrative has him eventually shipped off to a mission in India, where he labours indefatigably, while Jane and his sisters marry and are happy. Elizabeth Imlay argues that because of his anti-social character, St. John is essential to the novel’s narrative logic: first, he acts as the foil of reason to Rochester’s passion. Second, he prevents the reunion of Jane Eyre and Rochester for some time, so that the coldness of his character, ‘dampening down the agony of thwarted passion,’ slows down the narrative before the happy ending – ‘a chilled fish pâté between a main course and a sweet.’\footnote{61} Notably, the last pages of the book are concerned with this asocial character:

> St. John is unmarried: he never will marry now. [...] I know that a stranger’s hand will write to me next, to say that the good and faithful servant has been called at length into the joy of his Lord. And why weep for this? No fear of death will darken St. John’s last hour: his mind will be unclouded; his heart will be undaunted; his hope will be sure; his faith steadfast.\footnote{63}

For a book so concerned with love, meaningful emotional bonds, and the congeniality of minds and souls, this penultimate paragraph of the book assembles an astounding variety of non-emotions: no love, no grief, no fear. While St. John presents a non-imitable counter-example to both the emotionally profound characters of the book – Jane, Rochester, St. John’s sisters – and to the emotionally shallow ones – the Ingrams – he also exemplifies an instance of unloving gone too far: no human being is loved by St. John anymore, so that within the narrative logic, his going abroad and nearing death keeps the threat of the non-emotional, non-relatable individual at bay.\footnote{64}
Taken too far, unloving facilitates the dissolution of social bonds. In his Liber Amoris, William Hazlitt wrote on how unloving did not set him free, but froze him in a timeless emotionlessness:

*I was transformed too, no longer human [...] my feelings were marble; my blood was of molten lead; my thoughts on fire. I was taken out of myself [...]. I had no natural affection left [...]. So I felt then, and so perhaps shall feel till I grow old and die [...]. I started to find myself alone – for ever alone, without a creature to love me.*

Contrasting coldness (marble) with heat (molten lead, fire), the narrator depicted his eternal deprivation of ‘natural affection’ as arising out of both torpor and ardour: rather than having emotionlessness only follow an excess of suppression, resulting in elimination, it could also follow an excess of excitement, an uncontainable surplus of emotional engagement.

**Conclusion**

Reversals of emotions such as unloving show how verbal enunciations partake in the expression, enactment, production, and practice of emotion discourses, as the negation of an emotion can make that emotion’s definition clearer. To unlove is an ambiguous act. It can mean inconstancy or the restoring of agency and autonomy; it can mean the waning of affection or over-abundant love that needs to be contained and channelled. Marianne Dashwood’s process of unloving casts it as a process ensuring moral, personal, and emotional progress in tune with social ideas. Anne Elliott is free to relove the same person but in different circumstances. William Hazlitt’s narrator recovers his freedom but loses his feelings. Jane Eyre’s refusal to unlove Mr Rochester affirms that she is an autonomous person with a strong will and her constancy in love allows her to undercut social hierarchies. Unloving is about regaining one’s freedom, about restoring order. It does not mean a turn towards contempt, but the progression towards a more balanced attitude.

As Morton Donner’s analysis of Geoffrey Chaucer has shown, it also indicates a conception of society and civilisation as underpinned by a structure of progression. Its linguistic forms connote reversals, developments, and change. It does not just mean ceasing to love, but also getting back one’s heart with a clear view to its being bestowed on a more suitable object – another man or woman, the nation, or God. To unlove means expunging love of the wrong kind and developing the right love; it means consolidating society by steering its members on a clear course and balancing their individual desires with social requirements.

Interpreting unlove as a word signalling development can help to highlight the temporal dimension of emotional language and narratives of emotions more generally, if not the temporality, transience, and historicity of emotions themselves. Because they unfold in a sequence, literary narratives are unavoidably concerned with time. As philosopher Paul Ricoeur writes: ‘The world unfolded by every narrative is always a temporal world. [...] time becomes human time to the extent that it is organized after the manner of a narrative; narrative, in turn, is meaningful to the extent that it portrays the features of temporal experience.’ In narratives of love and unlove, transience is enmeshed both in the narrative rendering and in the emotions treated in the narrative.
because both processes involve opposing temporal states: love means constancy and duration; unlove is used to indicate change.71

In his 1905 study *Aspects of the Novel*, E. M. Forster states that love in narratives is used to evoke stability because ‘Any strong emotion brings with it the illusion of permanence’:

Love, like death, is congenial to a novelist because it ends a book conveniently. He can make it a permanency, and his readers easily acquiesce, because one of the illusions attached to love is that it will be permanent. Not has been – will be.72

As fictional or non-fictional descriptions or moral prescriptions for how to properly feel emotions, literary portrayals of unlove show how the language of emotions navigates historicity and the passage of time.73 Unlove signals development, change, or a shift in the literary character’s emotional state and thus mirrors a narrative structure on a micro-level. It communicates the historicity of emotions, not by describing a passage of time, but by framing it linguistically.

It is no coincidence that the nineteenth-century novels treated in this article display a particular focus on unlove. They were composed in an era when Enlightenment’s optimistic belief in individuality and romantic love had given way to the deeper insight that feelings were not exempt from market forces and that the newly found freedom of the individual, liberated from social and religious determinism, brought with it contingency and uncertainty. What the modern individual had to learn was not so much to feel; they had to learn to manage disconnection, detachment, and a certain insensitivity to the fact that people, despite protestation to the contrary, really didn’t care about one another. As Anne Elliott of Jane Austen’s *Persuasion* put it, one had to learn ‘the art of knowing our own nothingness’.74
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